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To mark the tenth anniversary of the publication of Conversations with God, Book 1, all three of the most
essential books in Neale Donald Walsch's seminal trilogy are brought together in one beautiful volume
just in time for the gift-providing season. The trilogy provides the most important truths and lessons for
spiritual seekers, and these books will be the bestselling of all author's works. Featuring a fresh foreword
by the writer, imprinted throughout in two shades, and inserted in a fully enclosed full-color package, this
remarkable book is a Christmas gift to treasure. Conversations with God, Publication 1 was the beginning
of Neale Donald Walsch's ongoing dialogue with God.
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God/ the Universe is your best friend This book opened my eyes again to what I knew as a kid, that God
is not a parental or authoritarian figure, it really is your best friend and the ultimate realization is that it is
YOU (a broader perspective). I love to utilize the analogy of a person looking at a microscope. Out of
nowhere last week I remembered these books, specifically the main one estimate by G-d about religion,
which always made me chuckle (still does), and decided to read them once again.. Great reserve.This
book awakened me and I cried often while reading it after a flood of emotion came over me because
there is a deep down knowing in my own being that what's written this is actually the Truth. I acquired
flashbacks to numerous hard occasions in my lifestyle and recognizing that God/ the Universe/ whatever
you want to call it had been always now there by me. If ,like me, you were raised Roman Catholic and
sensed their explanation of God lacking something after that see a even more compassionate God
through these conversations. however every one of us incarnated on Earth to do something specific to
help the collective. This reserve will bring you closer to the broader perspective of you (God/ the
Universe) who can whisper the path that is most resourceful for you to follow that may bring evolution
and pleasure to your daily life experience. thank you Grateful that book came into my life (saw the story
about Gaia and then bought the book) It fills my brain and heart with Love and question, thanks and
gratitude; When you have queries about why we are right here, what's the meaning and reason for life, is
there a place known as Hell?Agree or disagree with what you read. It isn't blasphemous at all, shape or
type in the material's presentation. So, I picked up CWG and it became a wonderful, supportive, positive
lifeline that felt right. Easy to read, utterly interesting and every word that I read felt perfectly right. There
are several things in the book that are contentious, and significantly thought provoking, however if I really
open my mind and heart, I could feel the reality within the words. I have since purchased many copies for
the purpose of gifting them since it is a truly beautiful book for those searching for answers and
attempting to live a conscious and spiritual existence. Changed my Life This first book in this series
changed my life!Nothing at all in this book has made me personally reject the Faith I've kept since the
cradle. He simply got things incorrect about Relativity and Period dilation. This is a very spiritual reserve,
that answers one man's questions about life. The funny thing is normally, they were my questions as well.
I read this book when it first came out, and still feel this is the book that lead me on the wonderful
spiritual path I am on today. A book for the mindful and spiritual This book was presented with to me as a
gift and sat on the shelf unread except for the occasional flip through. I recommend this publication! Does
this mean all of those other Learning being shown should all be rejected?people have been interpreting
other Scripture and getting that wrong sometimes for just two thousand years or even more..not your
typical New Age hyperbole. There's some true lessons to ponder between your covers of this book I'm a
practicing Catholic, but appreciate hearing alternate theology about God. While I don't agree with
everything I've read within the book, I've been inspired by a whole lot of what I've go through. At the
time I was reading the Tibetan Reserve of Living and Dying, however it just was not resonating with me
and the despairing scenario at hand. Great book Prompt shipping. All Three Books in a single Beautiful
Hardcover Back in your day I read the first two books then went on with my entire life.What don't I trust?
A must browse for everybody who has ever wondered "what's the purpose in life". Everything that I got
wondered about, but couldn't articulate or find the answers that produced sense to me in the bible. Better
than I expected. No need to make use of sweeteners. I've simply found too much common sense in most
of all of those other text.Hey....I recommend this book. It should be read in small sittings of only a halfhour to one hour and then thoughtfully considered afterward. A lot of the common sense Truths will
shine through. It was as if he really was speaking to 'me'. On the contrary, it provides strengthened my
belief framework in lots of ways. This transformed when my Mom was dying from tumor and I was
looking for extra emotional and spiritual support. higher consciousness or crazy? God, the Universe or
whatever name you wish to call it, wants to assist you in your physical journey encounter..... You can not

help opening what you think the opportunities of the world are to try on these new concepts and see if
they fit.... God can handle it. Believe what you want about Neale Donald Walsch, that this individual
spoke with God, that this individual connected with his have higher consciousnesses, or that he is flipping
crazy.. Many communications are repeated so it reads similar to a conversation than spiritual awakening
reserve. Back to questioning humanity, frowning on structured religion, and asking queries I thought I
acquired no answers for. If you are established and happy with your present belief program there is no
reason to read this book. We receive free of charge will choice and we are able to choose discomfort,
suffereing and bondage if we wish; It may anger you because it hits the core of everything you know or it
could speak to the center as something you always knew that was different from what others told you. In
this, Personally i think the book has made me grow in both my faith and in my relationship to the God
who I know made me. Many queries Neale asks in the dialogue will be the same questions everyone asks
about existence. The tiny amoeba on the slide cannot comprehend the complexity of the entity watching
it, however the entity is usually benevolent and uses tools and nutrients to steer the amoeba in a way that
is in the very best interest for the amoeba if the amoeba "listens/recognizes indicators and synchronicities
in its lifestyle" that are put in place by the type entity.! On the contrary, the book offers challenged my
belief structure to make me want to have a more responsible and adult romantic relationship with my
Creator. The energy you released is the energy you obtain, listen to the whispers of your center and
follow your psychological guidance system...Content evolution and communication together with your
best friend! GREAT WRITINGS BY NEALE DONALD WALSCH This was a gift for my son and he loved
it. It is helping me re-direct my entire life from a fear based life to one of gratitude. I found this book
because of watching a show on Gaia channel. reminds me to be thankful for the tiny things in life both
bad and the good and nonjudgmental of others. Just go through it! I was amazed to discover them in one
book and purchased one for myself and two as gifts to friends.! The writer, or "bringer of the Word" may
have misinterpreted several items which I know reached into the Technology of Einsteinian Relativity
Physics. Delicious taste The taste is incredible. I am disinclined to do that. THE ENTIRE Conversation
With God Best book ever Must Read Neale Walsch's reserve encourages great introspection and
reflection. Spirituality means different things to each folks. This book helps the reader better explore and
know very well what this means to them.
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